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Learnership agreements – what does the Income Tax Act allow as deductions?
Training and development for employees play a vital role in the growth and success of your business.
However, finding affordable and correct tools might be where the concerns start creeping in. Suddenly you’re
left thinking… “They’ll learn on the job. Resources are limited.” Fortunately, you will be pleased to know
that the learnership allowance is intended to be an incentive for employers to encourage skills development
within their workforce, with the hope to create jobs and economic growth.
Section 12H of the Income Tax Act provides an additional deduction for employers from the employer’s income
from his trade. This deduction is over and above other normal remuneration deductions. The allowance is
intended as an incentive for employers to train employees in a regulated environment in order to encourage
skills development and job creation.
Section 12H will apply if, during any year of assessment, a learner entered into a registered learnership
agreement with an employer or was a party to a registered learnership agreement with an employer and the
learner successfully completed the learnership during the year. The learnership agreement should always be
entered in the course of the employer’s trade, from which income is derived.
The discussion below relates to allowances for learnership agreements entered on or after 1 October 2016
but before 1 April 2022.
The amount of the allowance differs, depending on whether the learnership agreement is entered into with
a person (a learner) in possession of a qualification on NQF level 1 to 6, or a person (a learner) in possession
of a qualification on NQF level 7 to 10 and whether the person has no disability or has a disability.
The allowances can be summarised as follows:
• A learner in possession of a qualification on NQF level 1 to 6 (under Chapter 2 of the National Qualifications
Framework Act) an annual as well as a completion allowance R 40 000 if not a disabled learner. This amount
increases to R 60 000 if the learner is disabled.
• A learner in possession of a qualification on NQF level 7 to 10 (under Chapter 2 of the National Qualifications
Framework Act) an annual as well as a completion allowance of R 20 000 if not a disabled learner.
This amount increases to R 50 000 if the learner is disabled.
The allowance is made up of two parts:
• An annual allowance – this is available for each year of assessment in respect of which the learner partakes
in the learnership. It is apportioned if the agreement was not in effect for the full year.
• A completion allowance – a once off allowance available in the year of assessment in which the learner
successfully completes the registered learnership agreement. It is claimed in full regardless of which month
in the year the learnership was completed. It is claimed in addition to the annual allowance, meaning that
in the year of completion, the employer can claim both the annual allowance and the completion allowance.
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The annual allowance is a pro rata portion if the learner is a party to a registered learnership agreement for
less than 12 full months during the year of assessment. Apportionment will therefore apply if the learnership
agreement commenced or ended partway through the year of assessment. The completion allowance is a
once off allowance available to an employer on completion of the learnership agreement in addition to the
annual allowance. For learnership agreements of less than 24 months, the completion allowance equals one
full year’s annual allowance. For learnership agreements of 24 months or more it is multiplied by the number
of completed years’ service. The completion allowance is only available for contracts one year or longer and
is calculated on completed years of service.
There are conditions on how each of these allowances will be apportioned in respect of the period of the
registered learnership agreements.
For instance, a company whose financial year-end is February entered into a learnership agreement (NQF 1)
for 16 months on 1 May 2019. The company will be entitled to the following allowances:
28 February 2020
• Annual allowance of R33 333 ( R40 000 x 10/12)
28 February 2021
• Annual allowance of R20 000 (R40 000 x 6/12)
• Completion allowance of R40 000
A longer learnership agreement, say extending for 48 months with a completion allowance of R40 000 for
every 12 months completed, will result in a completion allowance of R160 000 (R40 000 x 4).
An employer may not claim an annual or completion allowance if the learner has previously failed to complete
a registered learnership agreement within the same organisation; and the learnership agreement contains
the same modules or material as the previous registered learnership.
Section 23B prohibits a deduction or an allowance under more than one provision of the Act. Section 23B
is not applicable where a section expressly permits a double deduction. Section 12H is an example of an
allowance section which expressly permits the allowance under section 12H in addition to the salary costs
claimed as a deduction in terms of section 11(a) of the Act.

Prepared by CORE TAX
For more information, contact 051-448 8188
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Overconcentration and
diversification
Overconcentration and diversification
South Africa has a relatively small equities market with a handful of dominant shares, spread across a few sectors,
which are available to invest in. This presents a significant risk for investors: a highly concentrated portfolio.
When compared to global markets, the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE) is relatively small, comprising less than 1%
of the total global investing universe. It is also highly concentrated, with the top ten shares on the FTSE/JSE All Share
Index (ALSI) making up between 50% and 60% of the index. In contrast, the top ten shares in one of the world’s major
indices, the S&P 500, make up just over 20% of the index.
Most of the ALSI’s concentration comes from one share: technology giant Naspers, which makes up 20% of the index.
Naspers’ dominance in recent years has increased concentration risk for investors, making portfolios overly sensitive to
the factors that drive its value. In general, most investors are happy to contend with the exposure, as long as they are
still generating positive returns. But what happens when the proverbial goose stops laying the golden eggs; when the
dominant share(s) in your portfolio begins to perform poorly?
How you can mitigate your concentration risk
As famously stated by American economist Harry Markowitz, who received a Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic
Sciences: “Diversification is the only free lunch in finance.” The best way to reduce your concentration risk without
losing out on the potential to earn good returns, is to make sure that you are invested in a combination of assets that
have little correlation to one another – essentially, having a diversified portfolio where you generate returns from a
wider spread of assets, industries and markets with an acceptable level of risk.
To construct a diversified portfolio, one has to consider correlation and volatility. Correlation measures the strength of
the relationship between the returns of two assets. A positive correlation indicates a strong positive relationship, i.e.
the two assets tend to have higher and lower returns at the same time – this is indicative of an undiversified portfolio.
A negative correlation implies the opposite, i.e. returns of the two assets move in opposite directions at any given time.
A correlation of zero implies that no relationship (positive or negative) exists between the returns of the two assets.
By adding assets with zero, or negative correlation, a portfolio becomes more diversified.
You should also look at the overall volatility of your investment to gauge how well your portfolio is diversified. Intuitively,
a portfolio consisting of correlated assets should show a larger deviation in its overall returns (i.e. high volatility),
while a portfolio that has uncorrelated or negatively correlated assets should show smaller deviations in its overall
returns (i.e. low volatility). In essence, if you have a well-diversified portfolio, then your investment should generate
returns at lower levels of volatility over the long term.
Diversify your portfolio
If all this sounds very complicated, you could consider investing in a balanced fund. These are available both locally
and internationally and offer a good solution to those investors who want to create a diversified portfolio without the
hassle. Your chosen investment manager will carefully select a basket of uncorrelated assets from different markets,
companies and industries to ensure that you generate good returns with minimal concentration risk.
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Local balanced funds offer South African investors some offshore diversification, but remember that Regulation 28 of
the Pension Funds Act limits their foreign asset allocation to a maximum of 30% of the fund, with an additional 10% for
investments in Africa outside of South Africa. This may not be enough offshore exposure for your needs – in which case
you can also invest directly with offshore fund managers of your choice or through an offshore platform.
Every South African resident can use up to R11 million offshore for all foreign expenditure including travel, foreign
exchange and for investing purposes. The first R1 million, called the single discretionary allowance, can be used without
having to obtain permission from the South African Revenue Services (SARS) and the Reserve Bank. If you want to
spend above this allowance, up to R10 million, you would need to get a tax clearance certificate from SARS.
To further diversify, many investors choose to invest in more than one of the same type of fund from different managers.
If you go this route, it is important to check that the underlying investments are different; otherwise, the combined
weighting of the duplicate shares may increase your portfolio’s concentration.
Building a diversified portfolio can be complicated and requires a solid understanding of markets and companies.
But the good news is that you don’t have to go at it alone. An independent financial adviser can help you assess the
concentration risk in your portfolio and advise accordingly. It can be tempting to ignore concentration risk when the
going is good, and returns are attractive. However, an undiversified portfolio can quickly become a problem if your
most concentrated shares begin to perform poorly.
Source: https://www.allangray.co.za/latest-insights/investment-insights/is-your-portfolio-overly-concentrated/

Prepared by CORE FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS
For more information, contact 051-448 8188
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More amendments to the
Codes of Good Practice
More amendments to the Codes of Good Practice
On 31 May 2019 a composite Government Gazette was published containing numerous legislative changes from across
many different ministries, including changes to four B-BBEE statements:
• Revised Code 000 - General Principles
• Revised Code 300 – Skills Development
• Revised Code 400 - Enterprise & Supplier Development
• Revised Schedule 1 - Interpretation and Definitions
The changes are said to be “implemented within 6 months from date of gazette”, meaning that it will be effective on 1
December 2019 by the latest, but opens the opportunity for entities that want to adopt the principles earlier to do so.
Below is a short overview of some of the more pertinent amendments:
Revised Code 000 - General Principles
The amended Code now explicitly states that enhanced B-BBEE Recognition for EMEs and QSEs that are 51% or 100%
black-owned and subsequently qualify for Level 2 or Level 1 recognition must be measured using the flow-through
principle and not modified flow-through.
Revised Code 300 – Skills Development
A new indicator relating to bursaries for tertiary education for black students was introduced but the combined points
for bursaries for tertiary education and other skills development expenditure were increased from 8 points to 10
points (4 points = bursaries; 6 points = other skills development expenditure). The distinction between employed and
unemployed learners has been removed, and one indicator now measures the number of black people on learnerships,
internships and apprenticeships. The number of points for learnerships has also been reduced from 8 points to 6
points. The cap on informal training expenditure (category F&G) was increased from 15% to 25%.
Revised Code 400 - Enterprise & Supplier Development
One of the most drastic changes is the increase in the points (9 points to 11) as well as the target (40% to 50%) in
respect of procurement from 51% black-owned suppliers. This amendment will strengthen the significance of having
51% black ownership and in turn weaken the significance of an entity’s B-BBEE level.
A multiplier of 1.2 has been introduced for purchasing from 51% black-owned suppliers, provided the 51% is achieved
using the flow-through principle (and not the modified flow-through principle).
Beneficiaries of Enterprise & Supplier Development contributions must be 51% black-owned EMEs or QSEs, now
specifying that the 51% is achieved utilising the flow-through principle (and not the modified flow-through principle).
Generic Entities may now also qualify as Enterprise & Supplier Development beneficiaries, but only if they were
previously EMEs or QSEs that received ESD assistance from the measured entity within the past five years.

Revised Schedule 1 - Interpretation and Definitions
One of the amendments that will be of concern for companies is the amendment of the definition of
“absorption” relating to the 5 bonus points that may be obtained in the Skills Development scorecard.
In future, absorption will be restricted to securing of long-term (permanent) employment and no longer
includes further education and training or fixed term contracts. The definition of “30% black women owned”
was clarified to indicate that black women should hold at least 30% of exercisable voting rights and at least
30% of the economic interest – previously referring to >30%.
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The main concern with the amendments is definitely the increased emphasis on black ownership as opposed
to Broad-based Black Economic Empowerment.
For any B-BBEE-related assistance, please contact the CORE BEE team.

Prepared by CORE BEE
For more information, contact 051-448 8188
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Farm-gate independence

Farm-gate independence
The latest performance, or rather lack thereof, of the South African economy has received extensive coverage.
In the old days we would have said the lines are buzzing. Agriculture’s poor performance in the first quarter
of 2019 definitely contributed to the 3.2% shrinkage of the entire economy. One could argue that a year’s
performance cannot and should not be measured at the hand of the results of the first quarter, but it was
definitely a poor start. A lot is at stake in terms of agriculture’s position in any country’s economy.
The land issue, threatening and repeated droughts, prices going haywire and many other factors make it
difficult to plan as it create uncertainty that cannot be controlled by the farmer. These are things that cannot
be fixed with a pair of pliers and a piece of wire. However, as is often the case, farmers started the year,
and especially the first quarter, by planting, etc. with the arrival of the rains. This despite warnings that it
was not the optimal time to plant. Prices of especially grains discounted the panic of buyers in reaction to
predictions of shortages of corn later in the year. Slower food inflation will definitely change now as it is clear
that this year will carry with it an additional burden of challenges.
Despite these instabilities agriculture remains one of the best development vehicles to stimulate a flat
economy. The latest research shows a strong growth in added value in the form of table-ready dishes and
slower growth in terms of staples – this tendency is mainly attributable to more discretionary income in
the growing middle-income class. More is spent on dishes that look and taste like home-made food after
a quick spin in the microwave. It is true that the farmer’s share in such a dish is minimal but because more
basic products are also required there is growth downstream to the farm-gate. Should the added services
experience sharp increases as a result of for example higher fuel prices a large part is usually transferred to
the farm-gate. And it is this so-called administrative inflation that secretly eats at the disposable income of
the consumer. Together with a flat economy price movements should also be analysed. Low producer or
farm-gate prices are often the result of a lack of disposable income rather than an oversupply.
However, more food will continue to be needed and productivity at farm-level will remain under pressure.
The issue is whether farm size plays a significant role in this process. According to researchers the growth in
medium-sized farms – between 5 and 50 hectares – brought a new dimension to development. As a result
of limited land for agriculture in countries such as Kenia, Rwanda, Ethiopia and Malawi up to 80% of farms
are now smaller than 1 hectare, with obvious limitations to growth and development. These remain at best
subsistence farms. However, similar farms contribute up to 40% of marketable farm products in Zambia and
Tanzania.
Farmers running medium-sized farms have a diverse background. Many are city-dwellers investing in
agriculture from diverse sources, which results in new developments. They are part-time farmers for whom
the income from their medium-sized farms are an additional source of income. It is interesting to note
that where these farms are developed it did not only stimulate the rural economy but also empowered
subsistence farmers. Medium-sized farms require infrastructure for the value-chain that is created. In this
way subsistence farmers gain access to new markets and other inputs. This leads to cash injections with
even job opportunities for subsistence farmers. As a result a new development path is created for those who
enter agriculture, as medium-sized farms can grow because investment capital does not only have the farm
as source. Medium-sized farms’ contribution to agricultural production south of the Sahara has reportedly
grown with 4.6% per year between 2000 and 2015.
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This view is somewhat opposing to what is currently presented as the right development strategy for emerging
farmers. The basket of challenges and risk is simply too big to provide emerging farmers with capital such as
a farm and implements but without support and enough operating capital, thinking this is enough to farm.
Development takes longer and the interesting fact is that technology has long been ready for this.
As the singer Jo Black sings about hope: There is hope, but it comes in little pieces like rain.

Prepared by CORE Business Development
For more information, contact 051-448 8188
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Insuring your home at market
value could cost you
Insuring your home at market value could cost you
South African residential property prices are experiencing continued downward pressure while the average
cost of building new property continues to increase year on year with rising costs of materials and labour.
The 2018/ 2019 Lightstone Property Forecast showed that the market ended close to 2.9% as opposed to the
forecasted 3.8% in 2018. The current market value growth is ranging from 2% to 5% nationally, while the high
and luxury wealth segments are growing at below 4%.
It is fast becoming clear that the gap between the value of your home and the cost to rebuild is ever
widening – this is the single biggest culprit when it comes to insuring your home for the wrong value. As such,
homeowners who insure their property at market value are increasingly putting themselves at risk of being
severely underinsured. This is according to Christelle Colman, Managing Director of Elite Risk Acceptances,
who says that insuring a property at market value, as opposed to replacement value, is one of the most
common mistakes she sees South African homeowners make.
“When you purchase building insurance, it is important to remember that you are covered for everything
except the land. The amount you insure for will therefore be the replacement value of the structure, including
outbuildings, and not the market value of the property as a whole. So while the market value of property may
have declined, the cost of re-building the property becomes costlier each year. As a result, home insurance
policies should not be calculated on what the property is currently worth on the market, but rather on what
it would cost to rebuild the property today. This should include all professional fees required to rebuild the
property,” she explains.
Colman says that this is particularly relevant for high-net-worth individuals, as many ultra-high-end South
African properties are situated in difficult-to-reach locations, such as Bakoven in Cape Town.
“This will understandably play a role in insurance premiums, because in the event of a total loss, it may be
impossible for some trucks to reach a property situated there to remove rubble. In this case, it would be
necessary to contract rock climbers to remove all rubble by hand. This is clearly an expensive and
time-consuming exercise, which is unlikely to be funded by a mass market insurance policy,” she explains.
Similarly, Colman advises affluent homeowners that their luxurious finishes will likely require more attention
when being replaced. “Expensive Italian floor tiles or imported wallpaper hold a great deal of value and
should be replaced with material of a similar standard. For this reason, factors such as the impact of the rand
to dollar exchange rate must also be factored into the cost of rebuilding.”
“If the policy is not with a specialist insurer who understands and caters for this niche, there is a likelihood
that the homeowner will be left dissatisfied with any repairs that are done,” she says.
On the other end of the spectrum, Colman points out that a property’s desirable location could also result in
a homeowner being over-insured if they base their insurance on market value. “Simply put, a home perched
on the shores of Cape Town’s desirable Atlantic Seaboard will have a market value considerably more than
one that is located in an inland suburb with no tourist appeal – even if the two properties are identical in
every other aspect.”
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Additionally, home improvements that would typically raise the market value of a property, may actually result
in lower insurance premiums, she adds. “Installing additional security measures such as an alarm, electric
fence or smoke detectors, for example, could ensure you get a discounted rate on your home insurance.
As such, it is important to reassess your home insurance after renovations of this nature.”
These, Colman says, are just some examples of the major financial mistakes that affluent homeowners
typically make when insuring their properties – either through insuring their home at market value without
taking into account the specifications of their home, or when sourcing a policy from an insurer unequipped to
deal with their needs. “As such, it is essential that this category of homeowner choose specialist underwriters
and brokers who are able to effectively service their complex needs.”
Colman’s top tips to consider when insuring your home are:
1. Insure for rebuilding costs including professional fees and not the market value of your home.
2. Obtain a professional valuation via your insurer, a builder or quantity surveyor.
3. Ensure that the sum insured is re-evaluated and, if necessary, increased each year to cater for the risk
related to building costs.
4. Don’t forget to include items such as paving, outside living areas and swimming pools as well as all
outbuildings.
5. Remember to consider items such as imported tiles and heritage buildings when calculating the cost of
replacement.
Source: FA News

Prepared by CORE SHORT-TERM
For more information, contact 051-448 8188
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How do I get rid of usufruct?
And should I?
How do I get rid of usufruct? And should I?
When it comes to estate planning and advice regarding wills, clients are normally not encouraged to make
use of usufructs but rather to consider alternatives to reach a client’s goals. But what to do if there is an
existing usufruct and you are influenced by this? Is it worth the effort to try and get rid of the usufruct?
Consider the following example:
Koos (52) inherits a farm from his father, Gert, who passed away in 2007, subject to the lifelong usufruct of
his mother, Sarie. The current value of the farm is R15 million. Koos’ mother is currently 85 years old.
When someone holds the usufruct, the two elements of full property right are divided. Koos’ mother inherited
the usufruct, which means that she may farm or even rent out the farm and benefit from this income.
However, the usufruct is a right tied to her person and she cannot, for example, sell this right to an outsider.
She may, at a reasonable value, choose to give up the usufruct in favour of Koos (the bare dominium owner).
Should Koos’ mother prefer not to give up her usufruct, the usufruct will terminate at her death and Koos will
then automatically become the full owner of the farm. During the time that his mother holds the usufruct,
Koos will own the bare dominium to the farm which gives him property right to the farm but without any
economic advantage.
As with many things in life, usufruct also brings about tax consequences when dealt with, whether at the
time of death of Koos’ mother (estate duty) or if she chooses to give up her usufruct. To determine whether
it is better to give up the usufruct during life or whether to leave it until Koos’ mother dies require a number
of calculations to determine the cost and taxes that pertain to each option.
First the value of the usufruct in each instance (in life or at death) must be determined as it will have an
influence on the amount of estate duty payable in Koos’ mother’s estate. It is interesting to note that, should
Koos’ mother die, the value of the usufruct that is terminated (that forms part of the estate duty calculation
in her estate) is calculated over Koos’ life expectancy, while the value of the usufruct, should his mother
choose to give it up while she is still alive, is calculated over her own life expectancy. Because Koos’ mother is
much older than him with a significantly shorter life expectancy, the value of the usufruct will be significantly
smaller if the usufruct is dealt with while she is still alive.
If we purely look at the calculation method of the value of the usufruct then it will always be to their benefit
to choose to give up the usufruct while still alive. Instead of usufruct, Koos can rather owe his mother a loan
equal to the value of the usufruct on the date on which she would give up the usufruct. Unfortunately it is
not that simple.
You should also take into account the consequences of capital gains tax depending on the choice.
Should Koos’ mother die, the termination of the usufruct in her estate will have no capital gains tax
consequences. Capital gains tax will only come into play should Koos later choose to sell the farm or when
someone inherits the farm from him, in which case the base cost of the farm will be the value of the bare
dominium when Koos inherited it. Should Koos’ mother give up her usufruct in favour of Koos in exchange
for value, for example in the form of a loan account, the value of her usufruct will have to be determined
at the time of her spouse’s death in order to determine the base cost of the usufruct, and this value will be
subtracted from the current value of the usufruct. In this case capital gains tax will be payable at the end of
the tax year on the capital gains generated in this manner.
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The influence of VAT must also be taken into account. When the usufruct comes into existence, VAT on the
value of the usufruct can be claimed but the VAT on the value of the bare dominium may only be claimed
when the usufruct is terminated. This VAT on the bare dominium right can be claimed should Koos was to
“buy” the usufruct from his mother while she is still alive.
Lastly, the cost of attorneys pertaining to each instance should also be compared.
The author has made numerous calculations of this kind and has come to the conclusion that there is no
“better” option as the answer will differ from case to case. Should you have a problem in this regard it is best
to consult an expert who can advise on your unique circumstances.

Prepared by CORE TRUST & ESTATES
For more information, contact 051-448 8188
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